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This book offers a succinct organization of materials and advice Li Qingyun provided about them for
attaining health and longevity. You might not incorporate every one of them into your daily practice, but
you’ll find numerous small regimes and insights that may prove most readily useful in your lifestyle.
Stuart’s purpose in translating The Immortal was to present that are Yang Sen intended, and he didn’t
provide any personal in-depth commentary and instructions to clarify the teachings. This book after that
fills in the gaps regarding Li Qingyun’s advice and guidelines for attaining health insurance and longevity.
The 6th chapter, The Six Qi, is approximately the practice of the Six Curing Sounds used for both the
remedy and prevention of disease and disease, and as a meditation practice. The seventh chapter, Calming
the Mind, is about regulating your brain and calming the spirit, the roots of maintaining a healthy body
and acquiring longevity. The third chapter, Sex and Longevity, clarifies what Li Qingyun meant by the
sexual practices of Refining the Rosy Clouds. The 4th chapter, The Eight Diagrams Elemental Exercises,
more popularly called Eight Brocades, includes a detailed appear at these exercises. The 5th chapter,
Embryonic Inhaling and exhaling and Longevity, delves into Li’s teachings on Opening the Three Passes
and Embryonic Inhaling and exhaling Qigong methods named following the two primary pictures from
the Publication of Changes (Yi Jing)—Qian (Imagination of Heaven) and Kun (Receptivity of Earth). The
first chapter, THE BASICS of Longevity, begins with basic, but unique, regimes on obtaining longevity.
The second chapter, Foods and Herbal products for Longevity, covers even more clearly the herbs Li
Qingyun and Yang Sen suggested for improving health and life time. These seven chapters provide a clear
route for improving health and attaining longevity. Stuart Alve Olson’s The Immortal: Accurate Accounts
of the 250-Year-Old Guy, Li Qingyun is usually a large book covering many areas of Li’s teachings and
existence, and since it is a immediate translation of Yang Sen’s Chinese edition, it can be more difficult to
navigate the teachings. The intention of the book is not to convince you to defend myself against all the
practices, despite the fact that that might be quite effective, but to choose those elements you find useful
and appropriate to your daily life and schedule.
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 His books are for life.thank you I just started scanning this book, I go through Mr ... I just started
scanning this book, I go through Mr. Five Stars Very good book Five Stars Excellent!.. by that After all
that I examine them over, and over. For instance, I’m still reading “The Jade Emperor’s mind seal
classic”.marvelous This book definitely brakes the chain of conventional and conditional of the modern
medical and scientific world of affairs shows the humanity have many hidden stored energies unknown to
themselves a marvelous book a discovery of hidden lineages of longevity . Useful Muy interesante y si
funcionan sus métodos pero hay que seguir las enseñanzas de varios taoístas para poder ver su utilidad y
volver al Tao como un bebé Five Stars Valuable medical teachings One Star wii read at all Five Stars Very
interesting book and it explains the info well. Olson’s books for years.
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